
Christmas table scene
Instructions No. 2605
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

Create an impressive table scene for the Christmas season. Here, the place cards, napkins, tea light glasses and cups
match the motif. This tutorial will show you how easy it is.

Creating a Christmas table scene

The pattern is made identical on all backgrounds: 

First, lightly pre-paint a circle. Then start to paint on the leaves with the pencil in "Lime green". To do this, press the tip of the pencil sideways onto the
background to create a drop shape. Always place the leaves in pairs. Paint the leaves once around the entire circle. 

Repeat this process with the pencil in the colour "Ocean teal". This time slightly offset to the lighter leaves. 

Add individual berries with the pencil in "Lipstic Red". 

For the place cards, draw this pattern on white card (14 x 7 cm, folded in the middle). Add the names with a golden pencil and decorate the whole thing with a
cord and clip. 

When painting on glass and porcelain, please note that the surfaces must be clean and free of grease and dust so that the colours can adhere optimally. 

You can decide for yourself whether the decoration on the glass and porcelain background should be permanent or temporary. Without baking in the oven, the
paint is smudge-proof, but can be removed again in the dishwasher, for example (if you want to decorate for a one-off occasion, for example). The colour can
also be baked in the oven for 30 minutes at 160 °C and is then permanent on the surface. 

Fill the tealight jar with candle sand and stick a wick in the middle. 

For the fabric napkin, wash the fabric before working on it so that it is free of finishes and the colour can hold better. Here, iron the colour to fix it after it has
dried. Cover the motif with a cotton cloth while doing this.

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



18361 Karin PIGMENT Decobrush CollectionNature Colors 1
18364 Karin PIGMENT Decobrush CollectionPassion Colors 1
12255 VBS Wind light glass 1
766043 VBS Cup with spoon, 2 pieces 1
621014 Jingles, 9 mm, gold 1
610940 Jingles, 15 mm, gold 1
418577-01 VBS Cotton cord, 100 mRed/White 1
491419-05 Candle sand, white500 g 1
491426-10 Candle wicks, waxed9 cm 1
760935-53 edding 780 "gloss paint marker"Gold 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/newsletter/
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